We consider the gravitational correction to the coupling of the scalar fields. Weak gravity conjecture says that the gravitational correction to the running of scalar coupling should be less than the contribution from scalar fields. For instance, a new scale Λ = λ 1/2 4 M p sets a UV cutoff on the validity of the effective λ 4 φ 4 theory. Furthermore, this conjecture implies a possible constraint on the inflation model, e.g. the chaotic inflation model might be in the swampland.
A full quantum theory of gravity has not been formulated. It is a good idea to work out some insights coming from the marriage of gravity and quantum mechanism. Usually we quantize matter field and gravity separately. However, many authors in [1, 2] suggested that gravity and the other gauge forces cannot be treated independently. A nontrivial constraint on the really self-consistent gauge theories with gravity appears.
In [2] , a new intrinsic UV cutoff for a four-dimensional U(1) gauge theory Λ ∼ gM p is proposed, where g is the U(1) gauge coupling and M p is four-dimensional Planck scale.
This conjecture is called "weak gravity conjecture" and it provides a possible criterion on the string landscape. However, there are a huge number of meta-stable vacua in string landscape with positive vacuum energy. The authors in [3] proposed a weak gravity conjecture for the case with a cosmological constant. In [4] , we showed that it is possible to check this conjecture at the LHC if there are several large extra dimensions and the fundamental Planck scale is roughly 1 TeV. This conjecture has also been generalized to higher dimensions [5, 6] . In particular, the author in [6] gave a new insight on weak gravity conjecture for gauge theories at the one-loop level and suggested a new argument which is independent on monopole and black hole. In [7] , the authors proposed a weak gravity conjecture for noncommutative field theories. Other related works are discussed in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Guth in [16] suggested a possiblity to solve the horizon, flatness and primordial monopole problem due to a quasi-exponential expansion (inflation) of the universe before hot big bang. However his inflation model called old inflation model leads to an extremely large inhomogeneity and anisotropy of the universe after the phase transition [17] . In [18, 19] , a new version of inflation to solve previous problems in old inflation model was proposed where inflation is governed by the potential of the scalar fields.
It is well-known that the gauge interaction is determined by symmetry. Unfortunately, there is not a physical principle to constrain the interaction of the scalar fields. In this paper, we generalize the conjecture in [6] to scalar field theories and investigate the constraints on the inflation model.
The interactions between graviton and the scalar fields in d dimensions are described by the action
where
Newton coupling constant and V (φ) is the potential of the scalar field. In order to work out the coupling between graviton and scalar field, we consider the quantum fluctuation of the gravitational degrees of freedom around the Minkowski metric as
The action (1) becomes
The interaction term between graviton and the scalar field is proportional to positive powers of κ d .
In this note we focus on the scalar field theories with polynomial potential. For the potential of the scalar field
the scalar field φ has dimensionality
and the coupling λ n takes [λ n ] =
[mass]
. In general the non-renormalizable interactions are just those whose coupling constants have the dimensionality of negative powers of mass. In d dimensions, . For d = 4, the interaction terms with n ≤ 4 are renormalizable. In this paper, we only consider the scalar field theories in four dimensions and our results can be easily generalized to higher dimensions. We do not consider three or lower dimensions as gravity does not contain propagating degrees of freedom in these dimensions, even though some of our conjectures may be applicable to these cases.
In [20] , Robinson and Wilczek calculated the gravitational correction to running of gauge couplings in four dimensions. In [6] , the author gave several examples to support a new viewpoint of weak gravity conjecture which says that the gravitational correction to the β function should be less than the contribution from the gauge fields. In this short note, we generalize the observations in [6] to scalar field theories.
First, we consider the scalar field theory with potential
The typical Feynman diagrams contributing to the running of the scalar coupling λ 4 are showed in Fig. 1 . The dimensional analysis reads the β function for λ 4
here c 4 and c l are the numerical coefficients, and Λ is an energy scale. When Planck scale is much larger than the scale for the field theory, the gravitational correction can be ignored. Generically the only useful and meaningful notion of the RG running is related
Figure 1: The typical Feynman diagrams for a scalar field contributing (a) and a gravitational contributing (b) to the β function at one-loop level.
to the logarithm corrections to the coupling constant. The power divergence in eq. (6) signals that there is an intrinsic uncertainty in the field theory predictions due to the presence of the higher dimensional operators induced by the gravitational corrections.
In principle, we cannot precisely calculate the gravitational corrections before we know the full quantum theory of gravity. We expect that any would-be fundamental theory of quantum gravity should reproduce the same result in the limit of the physical scenario considered here.
The weak gravity conjecture for U(1) gauge theory is motivated by the absence of the global symmetry for the quantum gravity [2] . Actually this conjecture is consistent with the requirement that the gravity should be the weakest force. This can be also read out from the β function [6] . Therefore we generalize this idea to the scalar field theory.
Requiring that the contribution from scalar fields is greater than gravitational correction yields
Beyond the scale λ If the UV cutoff of the scalar field theory Λ is smaller than the mass of the scalar field, any quanta of this theory cannot be excited. Naturally m ≤ Λ is required. Substituting this inequality into eq. (7), we find
which says that the electro-weak scale should be lower than Planck scale. Eq. (8) is also conjectured in [12] where the authors proposed a piece of evidence in two dimensions. It is a reasonable, but trivial observation with the viewpoint of field theory. However there will be a significant implication for inflation model.
Before we consider the weak gravity conjecture constraints on inflation, we investigate another example with potential
In principle, we cannot well define this field theory, since its potential has not lower bound.
Here we assume that there is still such an effective field theory and the possible Feynman diagrams contributing to the β function are showed in Fig. 2 . Dimensional analysis reads that the β function takes the form
where c 3 and c l are the numerical coefficients. Requiring the contribution from scalar field is greater than gravitational correction yields
Define a dimensionless couplingλ 3 = λ 3 /M p . Eq. (11) is expressed as Λ ≤λ 1/2 3 M p . Following we switch to use the weak gravity conjecture for the scalar field theories to constrain the inflation models. In the slow-roll inflation model, the potential of scalar field provides an effective positive cosmological constant ρ V ∼ V (φ). The Hubble parameter is governed by Friedmann equation
Hubble constant acts as the IR cutoff for the field theories. Naturally the IR cutoff of a field theory is lower than the UV cutoff [3] , i.e.
This is nothing but that the size of the universe H −1 is larger than the shortest physical length of the field theories 1/Λ. On the other hand, the quantum fluctuations of the scalar field on this quasi de Sitter background takes the form
Eq. (13) can be interpreted as the quantum fluctuation of the scalar field is smaller than UV cutoff of the field theory.
The evolution of slow-roll inflation is dominated by the potential of scalar field. For instance, we consider the case with n = 4 in (4). If λ 4 φ 4 term dominates the potential, the Hubble constant is related to the scalar field by
Taking into account the weak gravity conjecture (7) and (13) yields
The value of scalar field should be smaller than the Planck scale, which is just what we expect. On the other hand, for the case with the evolution of the universe governed by the mass term, i.e. m 2 φ 2 > λ 4 φ 4 , or,
the weak gravity conjecture (8) implies φ ≤ M p as well. Similarly, we also get φ ≤ M P for n = 3. We need to remind the readers that in chaotic inflation model [21] the value of the scalar field is roughly √ N M p which is greater than the four-dimensional Planck scale, where N is the number of e-folds before the end of inflation. Weak gravity conjecture implies that chaotic inflation might be in the swampland where the theory is just semiclassically consistent, but not actually inconsistent on the quantum level.
For the scalar field theory with the potential
where V 0 is constant and acts as a zero point energy in field theory. First we ignore the contribution to the β function from V 0 . Now the prediction of the weak gravity conjecture (7) is still valid. If λ 4 φ 4 term dominates the evolution of inflation, the inflation is just λ 4 φ 4 inflation and the results have been showed previously. Now we consider the case when the inflation is dominated by V 0 , i.e.
The Hubble constant takes the form
Weak gravity conjecture implies that
Combining with (19), we find φ ≤ M p again. In this inflation model the slow-roll conditions can be satisfied even when the value of the inflaton is smaller than M p . But the weak gravity conjecture still brings a constraints on the value of scalar field at the end of inflation φ e , since the total number of e-fold during inflation is greater than 60 at least. The value of the inflaton φ N at the number of e-folds N before the end of inflation is related to the value of the inflaton at the end of inflation φ e by
This potential of inflaton is a typical potential for hybrid inflation model where the inflation cannot be ended by violating the slow-roll conditions [22] . Combing (22) with (21) implies
Taking φ N ≤ M p into account, we find
In order to solve the flatness problem in the hot big bang model, the number of e-folds should not be less than 60 and then φ e ≤ 0.13M p ; or, the total number of e-folds has an upper bound N total ≤ M 2 p /φ 2 e − 1. We also want to consider the case with potential V = λ 6 φ 6 . If we only consider λ 6 φ 6 term, this theory is non-renormalizable and the φ 4 counter term should be naturally included. Usually we don't tune the coefficient of φ 4 to be zero in an effective field theory.
Therefore we consider the scalar field theory with potential
where φ = φ i . The equation of motion for φ is
The number of e-folds N before the end of inflation is related the value of φ N by
Since there is no coupling among these scalar fields from the viewpoint of the field theory, the weak gravity conjecture (7) is still valid for each scalar field φ. If λ 4 φ 4 dominates the evolution of inflation, (16) is replaced by
Using eq. (32), the value of φ at the number of e-folds N before the end of inflation takes the form φ N ∼ N/nM p . Now eq. (33) reads
Requiring that the total number of e-folds is not less than 60 implies that the number of inflaton is larger than 3600. On the other hand, the total number of e-folds is bounded by the number of the inflatons. Similar results are also obtained for the case with inflation dominated by m 2 φ 2 term.
To summarize, we propose a weak gravity conjectures for scalar field theories case by case, because there is not a principle to determine the shape of the potential for scalar fields. We only investigate the scalar field theories with polynomial potential and we find a free scalar field theory can not be self-consistent involving gravity. We expect that our results do not rely on perturbation theory, but we usually need to use perturbation theory to calculate the β function.
We also use the weak gravity conjecture for the scalar field theories to constrain inflation models. Usually we take the Planck scale as a natural cutoff for the field theories and the field theories do not break down as long as the energy density is smaller than the Planck density. But weak gravity conjecture suggests that gravity cannot be ignored at a new scale lower than Planck scale. As a result, the value of the inflaton should be smaller than Planck scale for chaotic inflation and then we say that chaotic inflation model might not be realized in an effective field theory. Here we need to stress that we cannot give a general argument to support that the value of the inflaton cannot be greater than Planck scale for arbitrary potential. In this paper, we only propose one condition H ≤ Λ to constrain inflation model. More insights are called for if one wants to get more stringent constraints on inflation model. In fact, our results are also valid for quintessence [25] , a candidate for dark energy.
Actually our intriguing proposals are still less certain. But we hope that our observations can be taken as the first step on the line to the correct answer.
